A Place Called Winter

A privileged elder son, and stammeringly
shy, Harry Cane has followed convention
at every step. Even the beginnings of an
illicit, dangerous affair do little to shake
the foundations of his muted existence until the shock of discovery and the threat
of arrest cost him everything. Forced to
abandon his wife and child, Harry signs up
for emigration to the newly colonised
Canadian
prairies.
Remote
and
unforgiving, his allotted homestead in a
place called Winter is a world away from
the golden suburbs of turn-of-the-century
Edwardian England. And yet it is here,
isolated in a seemingly harsh landscape,
under the threat of war, madness and an
evil man of undeniable magnetism that the
fight for survival will reveal in Harry an
inner strength and capacity for love
beyond anything he has ever known before.
In this exquisite journey of self-discovery,
loosely based on a real life family
mystery, Patrick Gale has created an epic,
intimate human drama, both brutal and
breathtaking. It is a novel of secrets,
sexuality and, ultimately, of great love.

Editorial Reviews. Review. Absorbing, moving and beautifully written, with echoes of EM A Place Called Winter Kindle edition by Patrick Gale. Download it Winter, Saskatchewan, is a real place, first settled in 1908. The town grew
up around a station named after one of the contractors who built theEditorial Reviews. Review. Absorbing, moving and
beautifully written, with echoes of EM A Place Called Winter - Kindle edition by Patrick Gale. Download it Patrick
Gale on A Place Called Winter: On one level its an old-fashioned adventure story, pitting a sweet innocent against an
extremely Patrick Gale on A Place Called Winter: The challenge was to inhabit a homosexual life where there are no
words to describe being gayBest books like A Place Called Winter : #1 Nightingale #2 The Door Behind Us #3 Salt
Creek #4 The Brewers Tale #5 Mending Him #6 Fair Helen #7 The Encha The opening scene is striking in its brutality.
A man called Harry is escorted from his room by two sinister male attendants and forcibly plunged Patrick Gale talks
about his novel A Place Called Winter with James Naughtie and readers.A Place Called Winter was a Radio 2 Book
Club Choice on publication and went on to be shortlisted for the Costa Novel Prize, the Walter Scott Prize and the A
Place Called Winter is Patrick Gales latest novel. A book Patrick describes himself as a big departure from his previous
works, A Place A Place Called Winter, Gales 17th novel, marks a departure for the British author, in that it is his first
historical novel, albeit trademarked with hisFrom the writer of BBC TVs MAN IN AN ORANGE SHIRT comes Sunday
Times Top Ten hardback and paperback bestseller, A PLACE CALLED WINTER In A Place Called Winter Gale
fictionally recreates a heart-wrenching tale of tenacity in the face of the unknown using this very personal tale - 7 min Uploaded by News24Subscribe to News24: https:///user/News24Video. - 4 min - Uploaded by WHSmithIn this video
WHSmiths April Fiction Book of the Month author Patrick Gale reads an intriguing Summary: In the early years of the
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20th Century, Harry Cane is a man bound by duty and the constraints of society. Exiled to Canada, he findsFind helpful
customer reviews and review ratings for A Place Called Winter at . Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our
users. - 4 minAn extract from the BBC Documentary: All Families Have Secrets - Patrick Gales Art of Buy A Place
Called Winter: Costa Shortlisted 2015 by Patrick Gale from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a
huge range of new releases
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